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What is a Hacker?

Originally Hackers Were Not Computer Based

So What Is a Hacker Now

Why are hackers important?

Differences: Black, White, Grey, and Red Hacker?

Black Hat Hacker : Bad Guy

White Hat Hacker: Good Guy

Grey Hat Hacker: The I “do it for fun” guy

Red Hat Hacker: The “I do it for legal money” guy

Neophyte: The Noob

Definition and Importance: Ethical Hacker

Guidelines of an Ethical Hacker

Importance of an Ethical Hacker

The Tools: Ethical Hacker

Why Un-Ethical Hackers?

What’s the Difference?

Some People Just like to watch it Burn

Another Get-Rich Quick Scheme



The Tools: Un-Ethical Hacker

Beware the DEEP WEB (and ironically made by the Navy)

Developed by the Navy

How it works

Browser Beware

They are Watching

Preventive Security and Reactive Security

Preventive Security

What do we Detect? A lot. When do we Detect it? All the time.

Reactive Security

SSH, HTTPS, HTTP, SSL and FTP: Web Safety

SSH and FTP are Server Side Transfer, While HTTP and HTTPS are Web Side
Transfer

How Blindingly Simple: Hack Your Windows Password

How to Hack Someone Else on Your Group Network

A Blunt Guide: Become an Ethical Hacker





WHAT IS A HACKER?

ORIGINALLY HACKERS WERE NOT COMPUTER BASED

Hacker literally means to break to your benefit, which means that when you used
something in manner that it was originally not intended to be used; you have become a
hacker. Originally, when you decided to optimize or make something better by taking it
a part and then putting it back together in a more efficient way, sometimes even adding
something to make it better, this in it of itself was what it meant to be a hacker. If you
took a toaster and changed the quality of the heating coils so that it would take less
power but cook faster, you were a hardware hacker. If you chose to wake up early every
morning and brushed your teeth while you took a shower, you were a life hacker. If you
decided to make a method that allowed you to do work faster, you were a efficiency
hacker. You could have literally been a hacker for anything you decided to improve.





              SO WHAT IS A HACKER NOW

Hackers are now often associated with computers and while terms like Life Hacker are
still popular terminology, a term that directly describes an action, the general meaning
of a hacker is within a computer. A hacker is a person who programs, navigates, or
develops a method that allows them access into an area that they are not normally
allowed to have access inside of. This means that a person who can “view source” and
then read the language the website is developed in so that they can manually remove the
code that pops up those annoying advertisements is a hacker.



              WHY ARE HACKERS IMPORTANT?

Hackers make the world go around in the cyber world and the main cause for
improvements in technology in general. Whenever a person is able to gain access they
are not supposed to gain access to, the person who runs security must now come up with
a new and improved way to protect the company. The same goes for the advertisement
and media industry, because people are blocking advertisements and downloading
media all of the time. It is so simplistic to download a YouTube video that the music
industry focuses heavily on live events for money instead of the actual music album
itself. Artists have to put intricate watermarks on their photos in order to ensure that
hackers do not just simply download the pictures from the source and sell them. If it
were not for hackers, the development of technology would be a lot slower and the
world would not benefit.

After all, it’s not just security hackers improve, but technology itself. We will discuss
how they do it later, but hackers can download information in mid-process if it is not
fast enough and unsecure. This has lead to developing methods that let web browser
provide a fast connection to their users and a direct line to not only make it difficult for
hackers, but also makes it faster for the consumers of the internet. Not all of the
technology improvements are accredited to these hackers, but a good portion of good
practices can be and that’s why, as much of a problem hackers are, hackers are actually
beneficial to the internet.


